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    THE BERLIN MOOT – A conference pioneering new approaches to peace: 17-18 April in Berlin
      

  
    THE BERLIN MOOT: A peace conference on 17-18 April
      

  

	
    
          
        							
    
    blog post | 11 Mar 2024
      From silent victim to bridgebuilder: The potential of environmental peacebuilding in Ukraine

    Our colleague Mariia Levchenko shares insights how environmental rehabilitation can go hand in hand with social cohesion programmes in Ukraine.

        
          Mariia Levchenko        

    
  
	
    
          
        							
    
    event | 14 Mar 2024
      Video: Providing remedies for climate harms

      
  
	
    
          
        							
    
    event | 5 Mar 2024
      Video: Political reintegration of women ex-combatants after war

      
  
	
    
          
        							
    
    blog post | 27 Feb 2024
      Insights from Neuroscience

        
          Charlotte Hamm,           Carla Schraml        

    
  
	
    
          
        							
    
    blog post | 23 Feb 2024
      Sudan's deadly conflict

        
          Hani Ahmed        

    
  



 
    
      
      
    
      The Berghof Approach

      While conflict is inevitable, violence is not. We bring people in conflict together, creating space for conflict transformation.

      Learn More

    

  
  
    What is conflict transformation?

    Learn about conflict transformation and other key themes in our work.

  


  

	
    
          
        	
    Project Highlight Yemen Political Dialogue Support Programme

    The PDSP supports Yemeni and international efforts for a political solution that provides the basis to end the war, to resume an inclusive political dialogue, and to relaunch the political transition.

    
  
	
    
          
        	
    Project Highlight Promoting reconciliation in Hirshabelle State, Somalia

    The project focuses on supporting and empowering local peacebuilders in their efforts to address conflict and support reconciliation in Hirshabelle State.

    
  
	
    
          
        	
    Course Transformative peace education

    This online course provides theoretical basics informed by current issues as well as insights into proven methods from the Berghof Foundation’s peace education practice in Germany and abroad.

    
  




  	
      
        
      
      Help us do more So much money is spent on war. It's time to invest in peace

      When you donate, you enable us to sustain and expand our work where it is most needed.

    
    
	
                                  
        
      
      Impact Supporting Syrian refugees in Jordan

      Working with partners and refugees themselves, we organised trainings and activities that promote peace education, theatre and self-care for Syrian refugees in Jordan.

    
    
	
                                  
        
      
      Impact Working towards an Ethiopian national dialogue

      We promote inclusive dialogue among key Ethiopian stakeholders to address major fault lines in the country.

    
    



  




  
    
                  
      
  
  The Berghof Foundation is one of the world’s few organisations to entertain high-level channels of communication with all parties to the conflict in Yemen. The Berghof Foundation is one of the world’s few organisations to entertain high-level channels of communication with all parties to the conflict in Yemen. German Federal Foreign Office German Federal Foreign Office

  More about our work in Yemen
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      Sign up to our email newsletter!

      Subscribe now to receive our latest updates and insights into our work.
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      Please review our privacy policy and the terms of our newsletter subscription.

      To complete your subscription, please accept the privacy policy and newsletter terms:

      
           I accept! Please subscribe me.  
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